
CHAPTER FIFTEEN        LISTEN  

Lapis runs to where Julian and Asha are sitting with their families in the third row of the stadium.
“It was a mix-up. In some languages blue and green are the same word. Hurry, follow me!”

Suddenly, the stadium is filled with the sound of wings, thousands of swallows, robins, starlings,
sparrows, ravens, pigeons, hummingbirds, meadow larks, doves, cuckoos, crows, bluebirds,
canaries appear, each finding a place on the shoulder (or in the lap) of a spectator. The sky fills
with waves of blue cornflowers and white forget-me-nots.       

Eighty thousand people are in disbelief. Birds and flying flowers?  Is this technology, a trick, a
projection? When television cameras go blank, cell phones and tablet computers don’t work, it’s
clear what is happening isn’t man made. Security guards and camera men shake their heads.
“This is way out of our hands.” 
     
Julian and Asha walk up the small stairs leading to the stage. Their voices carry throughout the
Stadium. Julian - “The animals and the natural world have asked us to tell you something. We all
need to listen, we need to change.”  Asha - “Humans aren’t superior, just different.”  
Julian - “We fear what we don’t know. You are all witnesses.” 

Julian and Asha walk slowly down the stairs.  As the birds in the stadium fly away, hundreds
more arrive, finches, cardinals, blue jays, orioles, lovebirds and parrots flying above the empty
stage, forming interlocking letters of yellow, red, blue, orange, violet and green - LISTEN.  

As Lapis and his band walk onto the stage, lights turn on, cameras, phones and computers restart. 
The band plays as Lapis sings his hit song Holy is the Man Free. 

Holy is the man free Holy is the heart gone
Holy let the man be Holy is the road long
Will you let the blind see Holy are the gone’d wrong
Make it on their own Looking for a way
Holy are the hard blows Holy is the home ground
Holy how the time goes Holy is the peace found
Changes free the hearts of you and me. Changes free the hearts of you and me.

Within hours, ethologists all over the world understood that nothing would ever be the same
again.   


